Asymmetrically tilted alignment of rigid-rod helical polysilanes on a rubbed polyimide surface.
The homogeneous alignments of helical rod-like polysilanes on a rubbed polyimide alignment layer were investigated by polarized optical microscopy (POM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) analyses. The POM and AFM observations determined that polysilanes with a series of aliphatic side chains helically arranged around the main chains were tilted to the right and left by 33° from the rubbing direction when the handedness of the side-chain helical array is left and right, respectively. It is interesting to note that the side-chain arrays run perpendicular to the rubbing direction on the polyimide surface, which is different from intuitive "knob and hole" packing of the extended polyimide chain and the helical grooves between the side-chain arrays surrounding the polysilane backbone. More surprisingly, both right- and left-tilting smectic domains were simultaneously observed with an equal probability for an achiral polysilane, which apparently has the interconverting right- and left-handed helical segments separated by helical reversals. This might be the first observation of the chiral segregation of dynamic helical polymers.